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Views expressed in articles are the opinion of the individual writer
only, not necessarily the collective view of the Society.

Speaker for February 18th, 2018
Marlaine Nicholson-Smith
- Spirit Guide Drawings -

M

arlaine Nicholson-Smith is a selftaught artist who has been drawing
Spirit Guide portraits since 1999 by private commission. She is a past member of
our Society.
Marlaine has attended the Sydney Mind
Body Spirit Festival, various psychic & alternative fairs throughout Sydney and the
Central Coast of NSW.
She has also done public demonstrations with some of Australia’s
well known Mediums.
As a spiritualist medium, Marlaine is able to connect to spirit guides,
angels, elementals and the souls of your departed loved ones. Sometimes during a spirit guide drawing a likeness of a passed over family
member may appear. Although it may not be an exact image, it can
be verified by photographs, which helps bring comfort, peace and
closure for family members.
Marlaine will lead you through a meditation to meet your spirit
guides and then assist you to draw the image you receive. Paper and
materials will be provided.
You can read more about Marlaine here: www.pastlifesydney.com.au
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From the Editor

ime is a strange thing. I am reminded of it as I can see an ancient
Ford T parked in front of my place. Not so long ago, it was the
height of technology and now we
smile at it. I could not resist and sat
in it for a ‘photo op’, while no one
was looking.
Back then you had to manually adjust the advance and the mixture
on the steering wheel. Today these
words are no longer in our driving
vocabulary. Computers now are managing these things for us, based on
multiple sensors located in the engine and exhaust system.
‘Sensor’, this is another word which is used a lot today. We have them for
everything. They are even installed under your car seats, to check the
weight of the passenger to see if that seat’s seat belt needs to be fastened,
and if it is not, turn on the appropriate red light on your dashboard.
Sensors are not actually new technology, our bodies have them too, very
sensitive ones, as it turns out. Without your inner ear, you would not be
able to stand up and walk. So let’s see what other sensors do we have:
Heat, light, sound, touch, pressure, acceleration...
Our environment provides much more information than the physical
sensors mentioned above can detect. How about even more subtle signals, like those provided by our astral or higher bodies. Yes, there are sensors there too. They are generally not often used, or we have forgotten
how to read their signals, but these signals are received even if we do not
perceive them consciously. Would you like to learn to read these sensors?
This is basically what dowsing does. It teaches you how to access that hidden part of you and make sense of the input. Join or renew your membership today, and learn to use or improve access to your inner sensors.
Until next time 								François
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Dowsing the Conscious Cosmos
By Tim Walter
The American Dowser, Summer 2016

D

owsing seems to be the easiest way to literally access part of the
quantum layer of existence in our realities.

You may have seen the photograph that NASA astronauts Scott Kelly
and Tim Peake took from the space station in January 2016. Most of us
aren't lucky enough to witness the amazing visual display of the aurora
during our lives let alone such a dramatic display from such a remarkable
viewpoint. It's a heart-stopping and lump-in-the-throat inducing image.
Dowsing can, on occasion, induce similar feelings of awe. Yes, seriously.
Some of the experiences that I have found while dowsing are almost as
breathtaking. They too have an ability to ‘stop one short’, and even change
a view of life on earth. OK, well, I may be taking the similarity a little far,
but when one accesses and feels what can only be described as ‘angelic
energy’ for the first time, it is a remarkable experience and something of
an emotional shock.
Dowsing is incredibly easy to do, but many people get frustrated by it
because as one practices there is inevitably a phase where one's dowsing
appears to stop working, and the novice dowser is left wondering why
their results appear to make no sense. These are usually times when the
beginner dowser has asked the same question twice and got conflicting
results, or they are asking a question about something in the future.
So what? Well, these two scenarios in themselves reveal something about
the nature of dowsing and the power of the human mind. First, they are
to be welcomed, as this phase signals that you are really on the path to
effective dowsing once you get past this stage. The universe is ready and
willing to talk to you and take you by the hand, walking with your subconscious mind via an odd set of sticks or a pendulum.
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The ‘future’ issue can be resolved by being very careful of how one phrases the question and is very specific about where the intent is aimed. The
issue here is which of the almost infinite possibilities is the dowser tuning
in to in the future? The future is not set in stone. Even quantum theories
from the early 1900s suggest a multi-dimensional universe full of potential. So be specific when you ask the question and ‘dial that code’ as accurately as you can to tune in to your most appropriate reality.
Second, the issue with the repeated question: the quantum world is full
of something called entangled particles. Entangled particles can be anywhere in the universe and if one affects one particle, the entangled twin
reacts also. The polarization of these entangled particles is always opposite. When a dowser tunes in to a memory or an action of something to
find out information about it, they may tune in to entangled particles. If
so. they may initially get a “yes” response. But if they dowse again with
the same question, they will tune in to the second entangled particle and
get the opposite result. That creates a very confused novice dowser.
The answer to this problem is to slightly change the way the question is
framed, as that will realign the intent of the question and find a different
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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target.
Who knew quantum physics could be accessed from the comfort of your
own living room?
Dowsing does seem to access the quantum world. And as every dowser
knows, the laws of Newtonian physics don’t hold in dowsing and yet results are achievable. Witness any professional dowser as they find water
or minerals, or track a traveling drug consignment across continents. It’s
scientifically impossible according to Newton, but not according to the
laws of quantum physics.
It seems increasingly likely that as we access what is currently called ‘earth
energy ‘, we are actually accessing a part of the quantum layer of our reality. It’s possible the earth energy lines we find everywhere are actually
thicker, more well-defined parts of the structure of our lives.
We know earth energy responds to conscious thought. And so it should.
In many ways, it is conscious thought itself - a part of the conscious cosmos here on earth. What can we do with it? Whatever we like, is the
answer. Earth energy to me is the visual representation of all self-development and manifestation in action. This is the process by which all
those theories actually work. This is how you too can spend time dowsing
the conscious cosmos in your own home.
Tim Walter lives in North Yorkshire, UK, and is a transformational life
coach using Personal Subtle Energy Management, a Geomancer, and EFT
practitioner. Tim’s mentor was the late, great Hamish Miller. Once a member
of the BSD, Tim founded the Dales Dowsers, runs workshops on psychic development, dowsing, meditation and mindfulness, and gives talks on the
power of our subjective realities to heal the self.
You can contact Tim through his website: www.knightsrose.com
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Body Intelligence
By Raymon Grace
A welcome contribution from internationally-recognised American dowser,
Raymon Grace. We are so delighted that Raymon offered to send the Dowsers
Society of Victoria an original article. The DSV was happy to share the article with us, with permission from Raymon.
We have long been enthusiastic supporters of Raymon’s work and so feel very
blessed that he generously submitted this article to us.
Thank you Raymon!

D

id you ever think that maybe some of
your body parts were smarter than your
brain?
Did you wonder why you didn’t get along
with your boyfriend, even though he was a
nice fellow?
Here are a few things that may make you
think a bit differently. I didn’t set out to prove
anything, just kinda stumbled onto this information while working to
help people with problems.
Each atom has a nucleus, and there are positive and negative charges of
electricity called protons and electrons revolving around the nucleus.
There is a lot of space between these protons and electrons and it was
previously believed to be empty space. Some years ago, the scientists
found the space was not empty, it contained energy.
When hearing this, I investigated further with a method known as ‘dowsing.’ I have been practicing and teaching dowsing for over 20 years and
am continually learning what can be done with it.
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After receiving the information about each atom containing energy, I
found the energy had intelligence and then found the intelligent energy
responded to human thought.
It started getting interesting, since atoms compose cells and cells compose tissue and tissue compose body parts. All these combined, form a
human body.
It seems that any body part that has been injured, abused, operated on,
insulted or made fun of carries this memory for a lifetime.
Some 99% of my clients are women. Among the things women ask me
to work with them the most is childhood sexual abuse. It seems the body
never forgets this. However, experience has shown that when the victim
‘goes back in time’ and re-lives the situation, creating a better outcome,
the trauma is lessened and sometimes disappears.
[Some have actually experienced physical body changes. If the woman
was physically capable of defending herself, then I talk her through the
experience. In the case of a child, who could not defend themselves, I
‘mentally project’ into the scene and do it for them.]
I learned that we can trick the sub-conscious mind into believing a scene
we have created in our mind and over-ride the actual experience.
This is certainly not limited to sexual abuse but that seems to be the most
common problem I am asked to help with.
Another problem is, not getting along with boyfriends or husbands.
The reason for this could be that your brain likes him, but your body
doesn’t.
With the use of dowsing, it can be determined to what degree your body,
mind and soul likes him and how much he likes you. Sometimes this can
be corrected and sometimes not.
Page 8
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Use of this method can help you in checking out potential mates as well
as business partners and employees.
You can also use this to test which foods, drinks, supplements and treatments your body wants. The more we know, the more problems we can
solve and the easier our lives will be.
I have not filmed or written about this information any more than is
given in this article.
							© Raymon Grace, January 2018.

About Raymon Grace

R

aymon Grace is a native of the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia
and has been studying forms of healing since 1973.

Raymon is founder and president of Raymon
Grace Foundation and has taken dowsing to
new heights, empowering individuals to gain
more control of their lives.
With a unique and down-to-earth manner, he
teaches in a style that characterizes his life. He
doesn’t own a suit and tie. He lectures across North America, speaking to
a wide variety of audiences.
His work has been used in at least 48 countries to improve water quality,
reduce violence in schools, communities and to eliminate abuse of women and children.
Sites: www.raymongrace.us
www.raymongracefoundation.org, www.raymongraceprojects.com
Email: raymon@raymongrace.us
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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About Entities
By the late Terry Ross
Reprinted from The Rod & Pendulum 1999

A

lively interest persists in entities - what are they, how do they behave, what effects do they have on man and beast, where does one
find them and, once dowsed, how does one deal with them safely and
with dispatch? Here is my ‘spin’ on entities.
In all but the rarest of cases, entities are ensouled incarnates who have,
for one reason or another refused or been unable to make a complete
transition to the next level of existence but have remained to be near a
cherished place or person. They like their own company and can be found
frequently in groups of three. Their somewhat dicey and ambivalent state
requires a support system of underground veins of flowing water with
which their presence always coincides.
Once established over such a network of veins they are reluctant to
move and will continue to enjoy
the humans who live or work at
that site, sometimes for many
years.
Example are the ghosts attributed
to Anne Boleyn at Hampton
Court, the Brown Lady of Raynham Hall in Norfolk, or the gregarious figure who appears to
guests in the George and Pilgrim at Glastonbury.
Living as they do over complex water veins and attracted to certain people, the combined effect on health can be disastrous, a double whammy
on the immune system with inevitable dislocation of susceptible sites in
Page 10
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the genome. This has turned out to be true for animals as well, especially
dogs who, like infants, often favour play with spectral companions. Disruption of the renal function and cancer are two typical results.
One finds entities everywhere - in high rise apartments, country retreats,
office buildings, and in the case of livestock, in pastures and on the open
range. Museums with historic regalia and, unfortunately, public and governmental forums are anything but immune. Their influence can in certain cases be destructive to the nth-degree, and one has only to consider
the Nazi interest in the occult to imagine their baleful contribution to
history.
Considering their world-wide presence, they form a shadow blocking the
light of awareness, comity and good will, which we can only hope will
eventually be lifted when the new and intense energy that has been, is,
and will be entering the earth reaches a point that will force their retreat.
There is some evidence that they sense the inevitability of this shift as
they become more strident and invasive of what must be called their victims.
Meanwhile, how may a dowser who comes across the entity problem deal
with it? For safety's sake I recommend the triple queries of May I? (Is my
action in accord with my highest Source?), Can I? (Am I up to it?) and
Should I? (Is this the time to do it?).
If all the queries receive a positive answer - repeat ‘all’ - I have found it
possible, after jotting down a plan of the house or office or other site under consideration, to map dowse the number of streams involved and
their accompanying entities, and proceed with all due protection to escort the entities, either one at a time or in ‘toto’, to a plane or planes of
existence where they may go forward under the divine plan, and not return to assail the person or animal for whom the request was made.
It is true to say that no request for healing is completed without a thorough search of the patient's pattern of comings and goings, both present
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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and past, which in serious cases can be a lengthy undertaking. As a practical guide we learned the hard way that it is best to do the escorting before ‘de-raying’ the water veins. To do otherwise will traumatize the entity, who is suddenly bereft of his/her support system and brings on an
unmanageable reaction.
As a footnote to those who may become engrossed in this one facet of
dowsing/healing, I would consider it an act of hubris to process more
than one individual’s request at a time. To take on masses of entities such
as one finds at battlefields can be illusory and self-defeating. I have had
experience with the clearing of a farmhouse on the grounds of the First
Battle of Bull Run, near Washington, which was known to be haunted.
Permission was received from the requisite authorities to try it and happily the results were successful for the site, and more importantly in my
view, for the young and frightened Confederate soldiers who were released from their repetitive trauma.
The process is not without risk and each time I invoke all the protection
with which I'm familiar. The entities exist in the inter-between half material, half astral and, as no better beings than when they left this plane,
can do great mischief. Drawing on the positive ions emanating from
flowing underground water, they are at home beyond space and time,
where we are not.
They are capable of joining themselves to our auric fields, from which in
extreme cases of invasion, they can enter the organs of the brain to exercise control with effects recognised by medical science as various forms of
addiction, multiple personality, and so on.
The question is often asked: “Are there not good and helpful entities?” My
response is, always, that we are focusing on entities per se, not guardians,
and that they are in every case “trapped souls” whose need is to go on to
their next true point of development, and ‘than that’ I could wish no
more for myself.
Page 12
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Rambling Recollections of a Dowser
By J. A. Clarke
Reprinted from the British Society of Dowsers, March 1951

T

he article by Mr. Maby in the last Journal on tracing missing persons
brings back memories of a very pleasant day.

At a dowsing contest, I also tried to find the boy, received my piece of
shirt and started operations. I picked up a strong line, and followed the
trail for some distance, finally coming to another dowser carrying a piece
of shirt. After several attempts, with the same result, I realised that each
person carrying a sample was laying a trail and so misleading me, so I
decided to try distant prospection.
Climbing a wall, I held the piece of
shirt on the right fork of my rod. I got
a strong line. Following the line the rod
indicated I was led to a point some little distance from the shed Mr. Maby
mentions, the rod indicating some
large trees near the edge of the wood,
but could see no sign of the boy.
Trying again near the trees, I picked up
a trail that led me to the shed, but again
no boy was to be seen. Swinging the
rod from North, round the compass, I again got a line to the trees, and
went along towards them. Just then the bell rang, indicating the tests
were over, so I returned to the house.
On the way back I saw a boy and a companion coming from the direction of the trees, and the rod indicated this was the boy, but I had not
been able to find him in the time allowed, so reported failure. It never
occurred to me he might be inside the tree!
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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The President’s report of the Summer Meeting shows how careful the
dowser must be. It is not sufficient that the rod turns strongly in one’s
hand, one must learn to read what the rod is telling one.
I was called to a farm to find water for cattle. When I arrived the farmer
said: “My man is a diviner, and he says there is water at a spot over there.”
Going to the place I could get no indication of water, so the farmer called
his man. When he arrived with his hazel rod it turned strongly over the
spot.
Watching it till it had completed its reactions, I said: “So you think there
is water there?” He said “Yes.” I told him there was not water there at all.
He indignantly exclaimed, “I’m not turning the *@#$ thing.”
I replied, “Neither is it water that is turning it. What you are over is ironstone.” Had the farmer sunk a well at this spot he would have declared
water diviners were no good. I was able to find a good supply for him.
On another occasion, as I was leaving a farm, the farmer told me of a well
at the cross roads where I should have to pass where, although a dowser
had located it, the well was dry and no water had been struck. Going
towards the well I crossed a good supply, but at the well (a very nice job,
by the way; by a Kenilworth firm, I believe) I could get no reaction for
water.
Testing out, I found the well had been sunk on the depth zone and not
on the stream band at all. I wrote to the owners and offered to get a supply to the well, but they were disgusted with the result so far and would
not do anything more about it.
Depth can also be a bugbear, in clay soils particularly. A farmer for whom
I located water mentioned to me that a friend of his had sunk a well 80ft.
in depth on a site located by a diviner, with no success - would I help?
Reaching the site, I found the well had been sunk directly over the stream,
but the estimate of 80ft. was very short of the actual depth; 120ft. was
Page 14
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my estimate. As I left the district shortly after, I do not know if this
proved correct.
Clay, especially, sets up what I
call a resistance, acting like a
condenser and shortening the
depth register.
This resistance can be measured, and added to the first
depth estimate, the actual
depth should then be correct to
a foot or two.
In one well I sited my first depth register was 45ft., but I picked up a
resistance estimate at 32ft., making a total of 77ft.; water was struck at
75ft.
A rather amusing thing happened at another farm. I had located the
junction of several streams at 40ft., and the well was being sunk. The
man who was down the well was supposed to be very religious.
Calling to see how work was progressing, they told me they were nearly
down to 40ft., when all at once there was shout from below to be pulled
up, and for a religious man the language that came up from that well was
a revelation! At the last blow of the pick the water had poured in and
nearly drowned him.
And now for a little experiment some of our members might like to try:
If I touch a non-sensitive person with my rod and then send him out
over a field, I can tell if he crosses water without myself going over the
ground at all. My rod turns over as if I had been over the water myself. I
should be pleased to know if any one of our members can do this.
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Square One
By Enid Smithett
Reprinted from the British Society of Dowsers, September 1988

I

t has always seemed that it is better to associate with people who know
more than I do than to show off to those who know less. With the information picked up in this way one can go on to further knowledge by
doing one’s own research and the books, from which I have learned the
most, are one of the oldest records we have available, namely the early
books of the Bible.
Quite early in the book of Genesis, Abraham, in his wandering into the
promised land of Canaan, came to a place where God appeared to him;
he placed a stone to mark the spot. There are literally dozens of instances
of this sort of thing after that and many are in great detail, such as the
stone used must be native to the place and not shaped or cut with an iron
tool because that would mar the stone.
Dowsers have a good deal of folklore which is derived from these instructions and have found that stones have polarisation - there is a right and
wrong way for them to be placed. If they are correctly placed, as they
faced in the quarry from which they came, they will literally grow together and remain standing for hundreds and thousands of years. If they
are placed anyhow, they will fall down again because they repel each
other, as magnets do.
One sees workers in stone handling each stone for some time
until it faces in the right direction, but I have found in talking
to them that they do it instinctively and get the feel of it, which
is, of course, a form of dowsing.
One notices that many stone
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walls are constantly falling down, because they are not properly placed.
From this very ancient practice of putting up altars at special places where
something important has happened, people have gone on to put up towers and needles, columns and church spires. All this is to commemorate
something so that it will be remembered, or some great person honoured
and not forgotten. If these monuments are in carefully chosen places, the
permanent influences are enhanced, but if they are not exact, this is reversed and the place becomes out of balance, uncomfortable, even dangerous.
In nature the earth influences flow laterally and these we can learn to follow. Cosmic flows, however, are vertical and in the ancient writings we
have frequent accounts of heavenly beings coming down to earth and
departing spirits being taken up. In our own experience we are able to
travel along the surface of the earth under our own power but levitation
is extremely unusual, however, it is possible for individuals who have
learned to use the cosmic forces.
The accounts of this usually describe the person as one who meditates or
is very ‘other worldly’, extremely religious or sanctified, but other accounts
take a different view and suggest ‘the Devil looks after his own’. The stories
of witches flying on broomsticks to Sabbaths at stone circles by night,
presumably to do as much mischief as possible, give credence to the latter
viewpoint.
To more thoughtful people who study the forces of nature and have
learned what can be done with more useful results, the broomsticks would
not be necessary or desirable, nor would midnight parties be the right
occasions. Although we are of this earth and subject to its power and influence, we cannot live by it alone and need the cosmic power blended
with the earth forces in perfect balance. Where this union occurs is in the
special places which were known to the builders of the stone circles, and
the knowledge of them was passed down for thousands of years.
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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Water courses under Wells Cathedral. Notice the vortex under the fonts

What are called pagan sites were respected and preserved into the Middle
Ages and are occupied by all the great cathedrals and many old churches,
though imperfectly now, for they have been changed from their original
designs and measurements in the effort to keep up with the times. Coventry Cathedral is the prime example of this. The important site is still
the ruins of the old one.
When one visits Coventry, it is very noticeable that there are always many
people from all parts of the world, quietly sitting or standing on the old
site; and there is certainly a wonderful feeling shared by all, of harmony
and peace in spite of the evidence of mindless destruction in the past,
which makes one feel that the source of harmony cannot be destroyed
and is there to be discovered by succeeding generations. Everything which
stands has its own force field.
When it falls, this is changed. A tree, for instance, has a ring of influence
Page 18
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around it, the radius of which is equal to its height. A standing stone, if
placed above underground water, has a radius equal to the depth of the
water. Each stone has its own ring equal to its height and these rings are
linked to form a closed circle. When in time one of these fell by accident
or interference, it caused a break and the energy which had built up
within the tight circle, began to leak away. This information can be gained
by dowsing.
In the same way, the basic plan of early Christian churches was very clear.
There was a place for everything, the first and most important was the
altar; in fact, the church was built around it and it stood on the exact site
of its predecessor and was the centre. Immediately opposite at the west
end, stood the font. Later, other more elaborate details were added but
the positions remained true.
Later still, additions began to alter the basic form and that is where the
breaking of the pattern changed the atmosphere, because the knowledge,
so long preserved into what seemed merely legend, was disregarded. That
it lasted so long is the amazing thing and, perhaps, that is the reason for
the revival of the ancient knowledge. 							
									Enid Smithett

Society News

W

e will have our yearly AGM at the beginning of our march meeting. You will find enclosed an official notice of our 2018 General
Meeting. The meeting only takes a few minutes and will be followed by
our usual speaker presentation.
A big welcome to Sally Lamont who is our new Healing Group coordinator. Sally can be reached by email at: leo419@gmail.com. You are
welcome to contact Sally if you want to join this worthwhile team.
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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being Financial Members of the Dowsers Society of New South Wales Inc hereby nominate

(postcode)

of _________________________________________________
(address)						
(postcode)

(address)					

I _______________________
(full name)			

(full name)			
and

of __________________________________________

I _____________________

In accordance with Rule 14, nominations of candidates for the election of Office Bearers are hereby called.
Nominations shall be of Financial Members and in writing, signed by two Financial Members of the Society,
accompanied by the written consent of the candidates (which may be endorsed on the form of the nomination) and shall be delivered to the Secretary of the Society not less than seven days before the date
fixed for the Annual General Meeting or any adjournment of that meeting.

NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICE BEARERS FOR 2018

In accordance with Rules 22 & 23 of the Constitution, the Annual General Meeting for the 2018 Financial
Year is hereby called to take place before the General Meeting on Sunday 18th March 2018.

NOTICE OF 2018 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

						Registration No Y0791414
				
Secretary: 50 Gerard Street, ALEXANDRIA NSW 2015

		 Dowsers Society of NSW Inc.
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Robyn Lee

The Secretary

2. Members non-financial at the AGM will not have any voting rights and after the AGM will not receive
further copies of the newsletter.

Notes:
1. As per Rule 13, each council member being proposed must have been an active member for at least
six (6) months prior to their election. Further the President being proposed shall have served at least
one (1) year as a member of council prior to their election. Each member of the council is eligible for
re-election. The President is not eligible for re-election as President if they have served three (3) consecutive years in office prior to this election.

Acceptance Signature of Nominee ___________________________

Also being a Financial Member, for the position of _________________________________

I _______________________ of __________________________________________________
(full name)			
		
(address)						
(postcode)
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Send form with Cheque or Money order
(do not send cash) to:
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
C/- Maureen Flowers, 1/12-14 Matthew St
Hunters Hill, NSW 2110
- See opposite for direct Deposit option

$40.00 Renew, ordinary member
$35.00 Renew concession member
$5.00 Additional family member
$50.00 Enrol a new friend as a gift

Postcode:

Surname:

Tear off here and mail with your payment






Mobile:

Telephone:

Email:

State:

First name:

Suburb:

Address line 2:

Address line 1:

Title:

Membership Renewal Form

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

W

Your Membership Renewal
is now due.

e have started the year 2018 at a time when serious challenges to
our environment, ourselves and our own survival as a species await
us. How do you hold onto your own peace, how to reflect it so it also affects your environment and how do you evolve as a person?
Dowsing offers some personal solutions, and the Dowsers Society of NSW
Inc. endeavours to provide training, and relevant information, via monthly
presentations and newsletter articles.
You can stay tuned to Dowsing, participate in learning, as well as support
the Society, by renewing your membership, either in person at the meeting, or by mail.
You can tear off and send the Membership Renewal Form, located on
the opposite page, with a cheque or money order made out to Dowsers
Society of NSW Inc. However, our preferred method of payment is by
bank deposit. Just make sure to mention your name on the deposit, so
we know who has renewed.
Details of our account are as follows:
		
		
		
		
		

Account name: 		
BSB: 				
Account number:
Bank: 				

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
032 298
173532
Westpac Banking Corporation

Important: make sure to put your name as a reference

Enrol a Friend
Looking for a nice and meaningful gift for a friend?
Look no further, offer them a yearly membership to the Society. Your gift
will endure as they receive 12 information packed newsletters, and will
be able to attend our monthly meetings as a member.
Dowsers Society of NSW – February 2018
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Library News

A

fter the January talk by Paul Fenton-Smith I purchased the book he
had mentioned, and we also have one other of his if his talk has
sparked your interest, they are as follows:
A Secret Door to the Universe
By Paul Fenton-Smith:
We are all spiritual masters in the making.
This book offers techniques to clarify your
spiritual motivation. It also:
•Illuminates a path to inner peace and
bliss.
•Explains how psychic energy cords to
others are formed and how these cords can
drain personal reserves of energy.
•Details ways to resolve the past by becoming centred in the present.
•Clarifies the purpose of both living and deceased spiritual masters.
•Empowers you to explore the universe for yourself.
•Offers practical techniques for psychic cleansing and protection.
A Secret Door to the Universe presents a glimpse of the journey home to
our spiritual source.
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Intuition: Keys to Unlocking Your Inner Wisdom
By Paul Fenton-Smith:
Well developed intuition can help you to
achieve greater success in love, career and
in your social life.
Discover the closely guarded secrets of a
professional clairvoyant through games
and exercises as you learn these powerful
psychic techniques.
This beautifully presented guide combines
effective techniques with riveting examples
from life to help you to enjoy your unique
journey towards improved intuition.
It explores two distinct types of intuition, some rewards and drawbacks
of living an intuitive life and reveals the importance of psychic energy
cords.
Intuition also offers effective techniques to centre yourself when circumstances are unsettling. Fate and free will are also explored, along with a
range of tools and systems employed by professional clairvoyants in clinical practice.
This is an invaluable guide for beginners and experienced practitioners.
										Helen
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Speaker for March 18th, 2018
François Capmeil
- Brown’s Gas for Health & Longevity -

A

biomedical engineer by trade, François
has dabbled in many areas to do with
unseen energies. Following a health issue,
he explored the possibilities offered by
Brown’s Gas.
Brown’s gas, discovered by the late Yul
Brown, is a form of charged hydrogen (mono-atomic hydrogen H+), that does not exist in nature as it reverts quickly to di-atomic hydrogen (H2-) and recombines with
oxygen to form water (H2O). To test the effects of the gas and the
health effects, François built a special electrolyser based on an overseas kit, modified for use in Australia, and tried it for two months.
The HH gas generated passes through a water bubbler before connecting to a standard nasal nose cannula for breathing. The water
become highly charged and is used as a health drink. François will
explain the health benefits of both breathing the gas, and drinking
the energised water, and demonstrate the use of the machine.
The highly charged water can also be applied topically on the skin
and the gas can be delivered via a sealed bag to your joints for example. You will have a chance to try breathing Brown’s gas and drinking
/ dowsing the water.
You can visit www.orgoneaustralia/brown-gas to enquire about the
electrolyser, and you can read more on Brown’s Gas here:
http://www.health-science-spirit.com/brownsgas.pdf
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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